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Goodbye '78, Hello '79!
black, white and green,
the film festivals too. It has demonstrates with humor and
won awards at the InternaAs a new year begins, it tional Film and Television
seems an appropriate time to Festival of ew York and the
let you know of the most im- Greater Miami International
portant projects we have been Film Festival. (We're all preinvolved in during 1978 and pared to attend the Academy
how they are proceeding.
Awards too, but are arguing
Libra . ..
over who would accept the
To this date 95 prints of Libra Oscar on national television!)
have been sold and 410 rentals have been scheduled by An Inten'iew with Dr. Friedrich
colleges, high schools and I'on Hayek . ..
civic and business organiza- Inside the Hayek Equation: An
tions. After only four months Interview with Dr. Friederich graphics, the definition, efvon Hayek will be released in
on the market!
fects, false causes, and process
The WRf staff members late January, 19791 This film - how inflation is created!
have presented (always with a records a visit that the WRI We have just begun distribuquestion and answer period staffhad with Dr. Hayek at the ting "Inflation: A Closer
following) Libra to the Los Hoover Institution in Stan- Look." We have received
Angeles Libertarian Supper ford, California. A glimpse of some juicy comments:
Club, Metal Treating Institute the man and his philosophy of
"Bravo to the World Reconvention, the Construction individual freedom.
'search staff for the inflation
Industry Advancement Fund,
A Closer Look At
piece. It is excellent. A work
the film's technical advisors at Inflation . ..
of art, accuracy, and simpliMIT, and at the Libertarian The WRI staff decided that city."
Jerry Fazio
Economic Education
Foundation
"The inflation poster is ex-

By Patricia Morris
Editor

ational Party Convention,
just to name a few. While I
write, Don Markley is presenting Libra to a local business that is interested in using
the film as part ofits employee
education program.
Libra is doing terrifically at
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Persona Grata is Leonard Read of the Foundation for
Economic Education in New York. He talks about education,
his latest book: Liberty: Legacy of Truth and some of the
wrong and right ways of achieving liberty. Page 5 .
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Reviews of The First World & The Third World, Adam Smith
and the Wealth of Nations, A Critique ofInterventionism, and
Dictionary of Politics start on pages 2 and 3.
n
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National Opinion Survey . ..
Our National Opinion Survey,
which involves high school
and college faculty and students, is being tabulated for
this year and the results will
be available in March.
Twenty-three questions are
asked to determine the extent
and consistency offree market
attitudes. We have extra
copies of the 1977 Survey
available, so drop us a line if
you are interested in receiving the 1977 or 78 (when
available) survey. We appreciate a three dollar tax-deductible contribution to cover
production and postage.
INK....
INK is an ongoing "project"
that was initiated in 1976 to
communicate the ideas and
activities ofWRI.INK is presently received by approximately 50,000 people and

the subject of inflation would
be a timely vehicle for conveying the extent to which
government is responsible for
our economic woes. Our
newest mailing piece is born:
"Inflation: A Closer Look."
The 34 x 22 inch poster in

Inside This Issue

..-..,

INK) did the artwork for the
poster and is casting in gold
any letter referring to the
beauty of said poster.

l..-.c.-.c.-.c.-c..-.c

read by almost twice as many
cellent. Good artwork and
more
- many of the letters to
argumentation."
the editor refer to people readBruce Stoddard
ing copies of INK someone
Former WRI Staff, now
else has shared with them or
United States Air Force
the odd places people have
And you can order your own!! found copies of INK. In the
See page 6. By the way, Bar- sauna for example ...
Your letters keep us in
bara (who does the Staff Profile and a lot ofthe graphics for touch with your interests and

concerns, so keep those cards
and letters coming inl
WRJ Correspondence . ..
Last but not least, WRI correspondence takes much of
our time and is (almost always) considered a first priority. The letters that keep us
busy, sometimes keep us in
stitches ... letters that tell us
about fishing contests in
which the "loser" must make
.a contribution to WRI (anymore fishermen in the audience
golfers . . . tennis
buffs
?), individuals that
are so impressed with a staff
member after reading their
staffprofile that they will go to
any length to respond to a minute part of the staffer's life.
Libra inspired one INK reader
to share his thoughts on a conspiracy by NASA to make the
American people believe that
astronauts landed on the
moon when they actually
didn't - and the list goes on.
But the majority of letters request information on WRI
materials, WRI in general, 01
the free market philosophy. A
lot of time and concern go into
answering our mail in th
most informative way, b cause communication is wha;
WRI is all about.
Happy New Year!
-
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Book Review
Adam Smith and the Wealth
of Nations 17,76-1976
...- - - - - -..... Edited with an introduction by Fred R. Glahe.....- - - - - -....
Adam Smith and the Wealth of into the Nature and Causes of
Nations: 1776-1976 Bicenten- the Wealth of Nations. better
nial Essays. Edited with an in- known as The Wealth of Natroduction by Fred R. Glahe. tions. was published in 1776.
(Boulder. Colorado: Colorado Many persons maintain that
Associated University Press. economics as a subject didn't
1978). 172pp. $12.50.
really begin until this book
appeared. In any event, its
Reviewed by Bettina Bien fame has grown over the years
and it is now widely recogGreaves
nized as an economic mileBettina Bien Greaves is a stone. This anthology began
senior staff member of the as a series oflectures celebratFoundation for Economic Edu- ing the bicentennial of its apcation. Irvington-on-Hudson. pearance.
New York. She is the author of
In The Wealth of Nations.
FREE MARKET ECONOM- Smith described how the
ICS.2 volumes (Syllabus and A market operates. Given what
Basic Reader) and the trans- he called the' "system of
lator ofLudwig von Mises' On natural liberty," each enterthe Manipulation of Money priser is "led by an invisible
and Credit (1978)
hand to promote an end which
was no part ofhis intention ...
Serious authors try to ex- By pursuing his own interest
press their views clearly and he frequently promotes that of
unambiguously. Yet differ- the society more effectually
ences in interpretation are than when he really intends to
bound to crop up, even in the promote it." Thus production
most carefully worded works, expands when the market is
once their authors are gone free.
Smith's special target was
and can no longer explain or
elaborate. Soon after Karl Mercantilism, the system of
Marx was dead, his successors government controls then
were scrapping among them- prevailing. He pointed out
selves. And it is often said that ,that "authority ... would noKeynes, if alive today, would where be so dangerous as in
not consider himself a the hands of a man who had
"Keynesian." So it is not sur- folly and presumption enough
prising that the eight interpre- to fancy himself fit to exercise
tations of Adam Smith in this it." He called government ofanthology are not consistent ficials "the greatest spendwith one another.
thrifts in the society" and
Adam Smith's An Inquiry strongly opposed the govern-

menl's granting of special
privileges to anyone.
The eight authors in this
volume all agree more or less
on this interpretation of
Smith's views. However, they
disagree sharply as to whether
his message is still relevant.
Milton Friedman, for many
years at the University of
Chicago, sees a parallel between the Mercantilism of
England in 1776 and modem
government interventions.
Thus he considers the "invisible hand" an appropriate
metaphor to use in advocating
the free market today. Harry
G. Johnson, of Chicago University and the Graduate Institute of
Studies (Geneva. Switzerland), believes times have
changed so drastically since
Smith that his free market
theories no longer apply and
steps must be taken "by government regulations and regulating agencies . .. to improve the working of markets." Similarly, Joseph J.
Spengler, of Duke University,
concludes that the big government ideas of Smith's predecessor, Thomas Hobbes,
are winning out over the limited government theories of
Adam Smith because of a
"well-founded fear of increasing biospheric scarcity ...• a
fear intensified by growth of
world population." Leonard
Billet, of the University of

California (Los Angeles),
summarizes Smith's views on
"natural
liberty"
and
economic production. But
then he concludes - to the
surprise of this reviewer that Smith would favor today's
interventionist governments.
He [Billet] finds it "hard to
imagine that he [Smith]
would object to a vigorous involvement of public authority
in such problems of modem
economic life as unemployment, health, pollution, etc."
James M. Buchanan, of Virginia Polytechnic Illstitute
and State University, compares Smith with the modem
philosopher John Rawls who,
Buchanan says "treats liberty
sketchily ... and concentrates
on the distributional qualities
of an idealized social order."
Yet Buchanan considers both
Smith and Rawls "libertarians
in that principles of liberty
hold positions of priority in
their orderings of objectives."
But how can Smith, whose
basic principles rested on a
profound confidence in
"natural liberty" to eliminate
inequities in wealth and a
deep distrust of government
officials, possibly be classified with Rawls, who favors
the forceful distribution of
goods and services in accord
with some "idealized social
order"?
William J. Baumol, of
Princeton and New York Uni-

versities, contrasts the Smithian and the Marxian views of
the businessman. For Marx,
the businessman is neither
moral or immoral, but a more
or less helpless puppet, the
product of historical materialism and a stepping-stone to
the communist society which
alone will make him a better
man. For Smith, the businessman, like anyone else, has
strong points and frailties. It is
the market which curbs the
weakness in every man, prevents its unfortunate effects
and puts it to work for the general welfare.
Ronald Max Hartwell, of
Oxford University, debates
Adam Smith's awareness of
the "Industrial Revolution"
and his influence. In historical retrospect, we now say that
the Industrial Revolution was
only beginning in 1776, but
Smith was well aware that
productivity and wage rates
,were going up. What
s_aw
and explained was "sustained
economic growth, balanced
and widespread, embracing
both agriculture and industry,
and affecting most areas of
Britain, including Scotland."
It is not so easy to determine'
Smith's influence on later
generations. However, his
philosophy of "natural liberty," the concept of the "inContinued on page 6

Book Review
Dictionary of Politics
By Walter
Dictionary ofPolitics by Walter
Raymond. (Virginia. Brunswick
Publishing Company, 1978).
956 pp.• $19.95 prepaid.

had only gotten to the "D's."
This 1978 issue is the sixth
revised edition. With the language of politics changing not
only with each administraReviewed By Patric:ia Morris
tion, but with each new
Editor
"crisis," there is a need for a
Have you ever wondered book such as this that contains
who coined the term "mashed cross-referenced definitions
potato circuit," or what is of modern and traditional
meant by "impounded legis- political and legal terms. It
lation," or who Lyndon John- may be a sign of the times that
son referred to as "Damned this edition is almost three
Murder, Inc."? If you are a times the size ofprevious edistudent of politics, history, tions.
sociology, or human
Dr. Raymond has a subtle
you will have to read Diction- sense of humor not often
ary ofPolitics. Besides being a found in authors of reference
useful reference book, with books or Chairmen of Social
over 4,600 entries arranged Science Departments (which
alphabetically, this is one of he is, at St. Paul's College in
the most interesting reference Virginia). Under the quote:
books I have read. I planned at "If it takes the entire army and
hnt, to give the book a "quick navy of the United States to
"kIm," but spent nearly two deliver a postcard to Chicago,
h" Irs reading - and then I that card will be delivered,"

J.

Raymond

Raymond has included the notation "See Presidential Decisiveness."
Some definitiflns include
interesting anecdotes about
individuals important to
specific issues and most in'dude examples: "Impressment: The practice of drafting
citizens of one state into the
armed forces of another."
Raymond explains: "This was
a practice of the British (until
the Treaty of Ghent in 1814)
by which U.S. sailors were
kidnapped into the Royal
Navy. During Nazi rule in
Germany, German nationals
who had become U.S. citizens
were drafted into the Nazi
army while visiting their
homeland." Raymond usuaITY
cites at least one source for
further information.
Dictionary of Politics also
has 46 appendices which in-

Party of the Soviet Union for
each year, from 1905-1978.
I may take this book home,
and let the WRI library loan it
from me!
To satisfY your curiosity, theanswers to the questions
posed at the beginning of this
review: 1) Ronald Reagan 2)
"A law \Vhich the executive
branch of the government decides not to enforce because
in its opinion: it may eventually do more harm than good;
the need for which it was
passed does not exist any
longer; if enforced would be
of some detriment to the national economy, such as requiring the raising of taxes,"
3) Last, but not least, the CIA.

clude a charting of the evolution of the two party system,
selected landmark opinions
(with short case histories) of
the Supreme Court, the U.N. Brunswick Publishing Company
Charter, and a precis of the P.O. Box 555
Congress of the Communist Lawrenceville, Virginia 23868

•
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Book Review
The First World and the Third World: Essays
on the New International Economic Order

:

Edited By Karl Brunner
The First World & The Third
World: Essays on the New international Order (ed. by Karl
Brunner, University ofRochester Press, 1978. 272 pages,
$3.95 paperback)
Reviewed by Carolyn Nolan

If you have ever been baffled, shocked, discouraged,
threatened or otherwise
moved by government policies and the bureaucratic
machinations of international
relations, here is a book for
you. If you have ever been
even mildly curious about the
workings' of the United Nations: its agencies, its conferences, its jargon; its documents, signed by foreign service agents representing
mega-personalities with national names; the rites in
which the documents are
born, and the foreign service
etiquette, which, in conference clinches, takes priority
over any national not to mention individual interests, you
should read The First World &
The Third World.
If you liked the story of

"The
Emperor's
New
Clothes" you will love this
book, for Dr. Brunner and his
colleagues are as daring in
their declarations about the
United Nations as the innocent child was when he
shouted that the Emperor was
naked.
It is not politically or
academically chic to declare
for the free market or for private property rights. It is almost professional suicide to
challenge the validity of the
United Nations, to suggest
that the United Nations may
be violating the sovereignty of
its member nations, or that
representatives of member
nations may be motivated by
political ambition ofplanetary
proportions rather than by the
interests of the nations they
represent.
Perhaps Dr. Brunner and
his colleagues intended, ultimately, to expose the world of
international relations for
what it is - a political
Leviathan that excedes most
of anyone's wildest nightmares. But they never say so
in the text.
In the most respectable,

controlled, even understated
style, the authors, led by Dr.
Brunner, undertake a professional analysis of one of the
most commonly heard phrases
of UN jargon: "The New International Economic Order."
Placing this phrase in the context of international relations,
the authors translate it, and
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offer substantial arguments as
to its real meaning, the intent
of those diplomats who use it,
and the effect ofany complicity in implementing its promulgation as an instrument of
"worla government," and/or
world economic planning.
Further, The First World &

The Third World is an analysis
of the ideologies that guide
politicians, and though it is
applied specifically to the
politicians (diplomats) involved in international relations, particularly in the UN,
the analysis is equally apt
when applied to national politics. Dr. Harry G. Johnson
states: " ... those in politics
seek to influence and manipulate other people in order to
control the use of other people's property."
There is nothing noble
about politics here. And to the
extent that this description fits
the activities of diplomats,
there is nothing noble about
their activities. But the purpose ofthe authors is simply to
define a problem, and their
dispassion contributes greatly
to their brilliance.
Any reader of The First
World & The Third World must
exercise great discipline. The
"liberal" will tend to scoffbecause the authors call all his
righteous motives into question. Though everyone will
agree that the underdeveloped and developing nations
(the "Third World") are gen-

erally badly off economically,
the remedies offered by liberals betray their identity as
politicians first, and expose
them as pseudo-humanitarians, for they are interested
primarily in engaging in the
behavior Dr. Johnson ascribes
to those in politics.
Ideology is the key. One is
either a socialist or a capitalist,
ideologically. Dr. Brunner de- .
fuses the usual liberal rhetoric
when confronted by this simple fact when he says:
"The question is not
wnether liberals are Marxists. The question is
whether the sociopolitical
vision inherent in some liberal positions is dependent on crucial ideas forming the centerpiece of the
ideological war on Western
societies." p. 33
Those on the side of redistribution ofwealth, and that is
roughly all of the "second
world" and the "third world,"
engage in a rhetoric that attributes the cause ofunderdevelopment to the "fact" that
Continued on page 6

Book Review
A Critique of Interventionism
By Ludwig von Mises
A Critique ofinterventionism by
Ludwig von Mises. Translated
by Hans Sennholz, (New Rochelle, N. Y., Arlington House.
1977), 164 pp., $8.95.
Reviewed by Tim Eshleman

Tim Eshleman is a graduate of
Grove City College where he
studied economics under Dr.
Sennho/z. He also co-edited the
economics newsletter entitled
The Entrepeneur.

Nearly all contemporary
economists are calling for increased government regulation and central planning.
They are seeking a system
which they believe to be
neither capitalistic nor socialistic. They promote a third
system, the hampered private
property order, guided by
government intervention.
Professor Ludwig von
Mises, in the six essays contained in A Critique of interventionism, addresses the
theories proposed by the interventionists of Germany's
Weimar Republic. His writings are as significant and
timely in refuting modem interventionistic schemes as
they were in the 1920s.
"The sole point under
discussion is whether there
are only two possible forms of
social organization ... that is,
the public property order and

the private property order, or ing the need for further marwhether there is yet a third ket interference. Intervensystem as assumed by inter- tionists fail to admit the falventionists, namely, a private lacies inherent to their docproperty order that is regu- trine. These fallacies are inlated through government in- terpreted so as to provide
tervention." (p. 18)
support for increased interProfessor Mises clearly vention.
demonstrates that there can
Intervention may initially
be no logical third system of achieve what its advocates
interventionism. A social sought to achieve. But
order must either be based achievement of the more reupon private property in the mote, long-term goals is in
means of production or an au- doubt. The unforeseen conthoritarian command system sequences of intervention do
in which the state directs and not and cannot achieve what
controls production. Any at- their advocates expect of
tempt to introduce in earnest a them.
middle system of property
Professor Mises demonthat is hampered, guided and strates the consequences and
regulated by government failure of interventionism
must lead to a crises from with the example of price conwhich either socialism or trois. Government, through
capitalism alone can emerge. price intervention seeks to set
(p. 38)
prices other than those the
All forms of interference unhampered market would
with the market not only fail to set.
achieve the goals their advo- The price that emerges from
cates sought to achieve but re- the
market
suit in conditions less desira- proaches the pomt at whIch
ble than the conditions inter- price and cost coincide. If
ventionists sought to alter. In government forces a lower
order to correct this worse price, proceeds fall below
state ofaffairs, more and more costs. The sellers will no
interventionist acts are ad- longer be willing to sell their
vacated. As this continues, the goods at the imposed lower
free market economy or pri- price. The potential buyers
vate property order is de- will now be
to buy the
stroyed while a socialistic goods they deSire, goods
order evolves.
which were offered at the
The adverse consequences price set by the unhampered
resulting from intervention market.
.
are pointed to as demonstrat- The result of the mterven-

tion is quite different from
what the government intended. It wanted to enable
the buyers to acquire the
goods at lower prices, not to
deprive them ofthe opportunity to buy the goods at all. The
government must now supplement the price ceiling with
the command to sell all goods
at the decreed price so long as
the supply lasts.
Coincidence will now eliminate the bl1yers whom the
given supply cannot accommodate. Government cannot
be satisfied with this system
in which the "early bird" or
one with resources to bribe
the seller obtains the goods. It
must go beyond the order to
sell and implement rationing.
Goods changing hands in the
market are no longer left to the
discretion of the buyers and
sellers. Government must
now distribute the available
supply at the decreed price
under a scheme of rationing.
But government cannot stop
here. If it wants consumer
demand to be met, it must declare an obligation to produce.
If necessary, it must fix the
prices of raw materials and
wage rates, and force businessmen and workers to produce the labor at these prices.
(p. 145)
Isolated intervention in the
free market order is impossible. Government, unable to
achieve the desired result,

must advance step by step
from the isolated measure to
comprehensive control over
labor, production, and distribution.
"The effect of intervention
is the very opposite of what it
was meant to achieve. If government is to avoid the undesirable consequences it cannot stop with just market interference. Step by step it must
continue until it finally seizes
control over production from
entrepreneurs and capitalists
... Government cannot be
satisfied with a single intervention, but is driven on to
nationalize the means of production. This ultimate effect
refutes the notion that there is
a middle form oforganization,
the 'regulated' economy, between the private property
order and the public property
order." (p. 151)
Professor Mises has offered
a devastating criticism of interventionistic schemes. He
leaves no doubt that there can
be no middle system between
the free market order and
socialism.
_
•
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Editorial
Going Up, Anyone?

By Barbara Stevens
WRI Staff
Especially during the last decade, we have seen the explosion ofa frustrating population bomb that is a product of the
proverbial can of alphabet soup. The staggering number of
governmental agencies and other organizations that have
sprung into life is a threat to the elastic limits of anyone's
imagination. To name a few: there's the ABC, the FTC, the
ICC, the NLRB ... and representing the private sector we
have the AMA, the ABA - need I list more?
Not content with merely confusing the minds of the
population that have to deal with all of these mysterious
organizations, the alphabet leftovers have turned in boredom, it seems, to attacking each other. All with the same
stated "goal" in mind - "protecting the consumer."
But as fate would decree, the consumer is not particularly
appreciative of all of these "protections." Indeed, it is becoming increasingly difficult to tell if an agency is protecting
you at all. One will say one method of doing an appointed
task is the approved method, and it seems the next day brings
s.omeone from a "rival" agency who will decree that method
to be positively, without-a-doubt, cancer-causing. Some individuals are even nervy enough to be ungrateful for all of
these services. Many even had the bad taste of asking such
out ofline questions as, " ... Is the protection we are receiving really worth the price that we pay?" Or, even that one
dreaded question that strikes anger to the heart and peptic
ulcers to the stomach of regulators everywhere, " ... Why
won't they let me decide for myself?"
•
What's a regulator to do? You try to help these people, and
they just don't appreciate it, dam it. In order to maintain the
old "raison d'etre," one must continue to find new areas in
which to "protect" people. And the more imaginative the
schemes of "protection" get, the more you have to wonder if
these guys really don't have a whole lot to do and just want to
keep their jobs ... after all, there are mortgages, payments on
the Mercedes and everything else. So what would you do if
you were the Chairman of the Federal Trade Commission?
Perhaps, in the old tradition of killing two birds with one
stone, you might decide to hit a competing agency. Yes, there
is competition among these agencies. They might even have
contests and rivalries to regulate a certain area before the
other guy gets it. I think it comes under the heading of
"territorialism."
The staff of the FTC feels that the American Medical
Association is the largest medical and professional association in the world, and perhaps the strongest lobbying organization in the U.S. FTC Chairman Michael Pertschuk seems
to have narrowed his sights here ... this is about as reasonable as Dick Smothers being angry at his brother because his
mother loved Tommy better. Pertschuk is focusing in particularly on the abuses that he sees are derived from the
self-regulating codes of organizations like the AMA or the
American Bar Association. The FTC contends that the rules
established by these groups often construct a bottom floor
under the fees paid by consumers for the professional services ofmembers (sort of like not being allowed into Macy's

New Year's
Resolutions
By Barbara Stevens
WRI Staff
The coming new year has
undoubtedly brought in a
fresh crop of resolutions from
everyone. Some, ofcourse, are
of the fairly reasonable sort,
made by people who have
learned from past experience
that the type of ban habits that
one is prone to swear off each
new year are exactly the ones
that that person enjoys the
most, and in times when one
feels deprived, these are the
first things that one rewards
oneself with! Of course, there
are those who make the serious, downright "get tough"
promises - and I do admire
Continued on page 7

Letters to the Editor
Forced Unionism

I was pleased to read your
timely editorial (November,
1978) on the Public Employee
Union official activity and am
encouraged to write to you
about Concerned Educators
Against Forced UnionisJiJ.
You may be surprised to
know that the union that now
boasts of being second only to
. the Teamsters in membership
size is the National Education
Association, a public employee union of teachers.
Like the other public
employee unions, the single
most effective tool the NEA
has discovered for increasing
its membership rolls is compulsory unionism. Since
union officials began to force
public employees to support
them through exclusive
representation, agency shop,
and maintenance of memberContinued on page 8
ship agreements, their influence has indeed increased
with membership - but inWorld Research. Inc. is a non-profit. educational organization that
fluence at what price? Memspecializes in the development ofeducational mat trials specifically concerned
bership
by coercion.
with the philosophy ofindividual freedom and its economic corollary. the free
The National Right to Work
market. We feel it is not enough to understand the pure economics of a free
market system (profit. capital. supply and dema.nd. etc.). What must be underCommittee, a citizens lobby of
stood are the crippling effects ofexcessive government regulation and the vital
over 1.2 million citizens has
but fragile link between economic freedom and personal liberty.
been struggling for 20 years to
World Research materials are used by student and faculty members at high
restore freedom to workers.
schools. colleges. and universities across the nation and in several foreign
The growing trend for public
countries. These films and books are also used in business employee education
programs. civic groups. and with the public at large.
employee unions to require
membership or support for the

...
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Back row, left to right: Santa (Tom), Brenda, Vicki, Dan, Larry,
Pat, Mr. Loemer, Dave, Don, Sally, Joyce.
Front row, left to right: Debbi, Barbara, Jan, Cathie, Mrs. Loemer,
• Becky.

privilege of working for one's
government is indeed a travesty of justice - a direct assault on all our freedoms as
citizens and taxpayers. The
right to govern ourselves is
being usurped by powerhungry, monopoly-oriented
union officials.
Concerned
Educators
Against Forced Unionism, is
the educators division of the
National Right to Work Committee and is dedicated to informing teachers, parents, and
concerned citizens of the dangers to our schools inherent in
this problem.
The implications of having
individual teachers controlled
by a private organization (of
whatever philosophy) are
enormous. We must be vigilant in the struggle to keep
educators and our children
free from coercive influences.
Susan E. Staub
Fairfax, Virginia

ing numbers ofjobs and as the
citizens themselves get into
the act, much of government
would be eliminated. They
would develop a tremendously wealthy trade center
from which to preach the benefits of HongKonging.
Tom Booz
Plantation, Florida
Freudian Slip?
I enjoyed reading Mr. Kirk's
review of Beyond Failure, by
Frank Goble. However, the
comments made about Freudian psychology and behaviorism revealed an ignorance of what these theories
are about. For instance, when
Freud described religion as a
"neurosis ofmankind" he was
referring to exactly those
kinds of religions described
by Mr. Goble as having "suffered from excessive rigidity,"
and rigidity is what a neurosis
is about. Mr. Goble describes
Freudian psychology and behaviorism as being "pennissive," which is pure garbage.
These theories don't even
discuss values and convictions except to attempt to explain how they come about
during an individual's growth
and development.

HongKongina It
Regarding Sri Lanka's problems, (INK, November, 1978)
a number of corporations'
should get together and offer
to operate it, guaranteeing
steady increases in employment, prosperity, starting in
Continued on page 8
two years,
They would supply grow-
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learning for oneself?
Leonard Read is Founderand
President ofthe Foundationfor READ: Some things are obvious if one gives serious
Economic Education in Irvingthought to this subject. For
ton-on-Hudsun, New York.
instance, there may be no
FEE has been contributing in
greater menace to society,
the area offree market educahere
or elsewhere, than
tion since /946.
government handouts His personal philosophy repmisconceived as charity.
resents his consistent integrity
Implicit
in the operations of
in promoting freedom: "No
socialism - the welfare
man-concocted
restraints
state - is helping people to
against the release of creative
become helpless. The state
hurrum energy."
does this by giving out food
Liberty: Legacy of Truth is
stamps, paying farmers not
Mr. Read's 24th and most reto farm, workers notto work,
cent book. He is presently
and so on. This policy
working on another and "havdeadens self-responsibility,
ing fun" doing it.
the very essence of one's
being.
Why do millions of socialistically oriented people fall
INK: What kind of education
into this politico-economic
did you have as a young
trap? They fail to recognize
boy?
that their give-aways conREAD: I entered the first
sist of goods and services
grade in a small-town pubforcibly withdrawn from the
lic school in 1905. Our
free market which proteacher for the first four
duced them - that much
grades was Patience Mcmaligned and handicapped
Ginn, an appropriate name
free market which their
- rhyming with "begin,"
schemes have not yet demy beginning. She was brilstroyed. And they "think" of
liant, even teaching mental
this as charity. It is the very
arithmetic which, today,
opposite. This kind of
most college professors of
"good" - all done publicly
mathematics rarely try. And
and for publicity's sake I well remember the few
should, indeed, be feared.
other teachers for the next INK: Sometimes it's very easy
seven years who, without
to get discouraged - it
exception, were remarkably
seems the role of governcapable. The coercive asment is forever increasing.
pects of government educa- READ: True, we are now
tion had not yet set in to begoing through a critical
devil public education.
period, but crises are noThere is, however, more
thing new, as all history atto elementary education
tests. However, the inthan going to school. Prior
stances in which humanity
to my father's passing in
has been"strengthened and
1909, I walked about two
purified" are numerous. Remiles to school, delivering
flect on major turnabouts:
milk to numerous customthe Sumerians of 5,000
ers on the way. By so doing,
years ago; Venice during
I learned the relationship
Marco Polo's time; England
between hard work and a
following the works of
quart of milk. That's one
Adam Smith, Richard Cobreason why I am grateful for
den, John Bright and Fredbeing born a poor lad rather
eric Bastiat. The greatest of
than a Napoleon. Ever so
all followed the brilliant
many of us in those days
works of our Founding
were schooled by the disFathers.
cipline of work, which is so
What about right now?
much more advantageous
Much is going on in the
than being born a dictator.
hearts and souls and minds
Thank heaven, child
of men - an improved and
labor laws were not enencouraging awareness forced in my day. Otherthat is invisible to those
wise, following my father's
who only casually glance at
demise, I would not have
surface events.
been able to work 102 hours INK: I have seen evidence
a week, doing farm chores,
that people seem more
tending the village store,
aware of political motives.
sweeping it every morning
That's a step in the right direction.
and waiting on customers
till 9 p.m. Monday through READ: The countless authors
Friday, to midnight on
of slavery - those who reSaturday, and Sunday foresort to coercion - are in all
walks of life. Among our
noon.
Simon Legrees are those
Another blessing for
who falsify by claiming
which I shall be forever
agreement with majority
grateful: there were no
opinion in order to gain
minimum wage laws. One
political power. So are those
summer I worked 60 hours
who sponsor legislation to
every
my pay being
prohibit free entry and
$3.00 for all those hours.
Today, that's about the
competition, be they labor
or business "leaders." Adminimum wage for one
hour's work! Poor lads, back
vocacy of the planned socithen. loved every minute of
ety, be it from pulpits or
such elementary education.
classrooms, gives birth to
INK: What do you think has
slavery. Civilizations rise as
slavery fades away and fall
led individuals away from
as slavery increases. Slavthe conception ofdoing and
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Centro - the Center. It is
good to know in what direction you go ... but it is muy
importante - very important - to know where you
stand right now. That is the
Center."
Liberty is, indeed, an inward accomplishment. You
can no more bestow liberty
on me or I on you than
either of us can bestow intelligence, integrity, humility or any virtue on each
other. Liberty does not descend on us but, rather, it is
a blessing to which each ascends. Liberty must be
earned to be enjoyed. We
bring order and joy to our
lives by this.
INK: How do we achieve the
liberty you see?
READ: I formulated my ideas
in Liberty: Legacy of Truth.
Victor Hugo passes on to us
what amounts to a secret
guideline. Solve the energy
problem, as other problems,
by bringing another form of
energy to the rescue:
philosophy! The following is
my way ofaiming at the improvement of mankind by
calling attention to the
wrong ways that the right
ways may come to light.
Forget the "selling freedom" notion! Right method
calls for concentration on
the improvement of the
most approachable person
on earth - one's self. This is
practical because accomplishment is possible.
This tactic disposes of the
numbers problem - the
impossible, selling the
masses.
Do not seek followers! It
is an inordinate waste of
time to seek followers. Seek
the achievement of understanding and clarity of explanation, that is, qualities
worth seeking so that those
who wish to learn may come
upon enlightenment. If you
are successful, those with
inquiring minds will find
you out. All such achievement is a response to the
law of attraction.
Avoid popular jargon!
The language in everyday
use is wholly inadequate more confusing than enlightening - when trying to
explain how creativity at the
human level works its wonders. Finding words for
common sense is an endless
chore but it is the task for
achievers.
Avoid angerI Anger has a
distracti ve rather than an attractive 'influence. All that
one can learn from angry actions is never to use that approach. What then? Have
fun!
Be not downcast I As
Goethe wrote: "Miracle is
the darling child of faith."
Pessimists, those who insist
that a returr. to the freedom·
way of life is hopeless, re-'
duce rather than increase
the chances. Success is
spawned by the few' who

activity and shortly a vast
ery? It is measured by the
majority will regard it as
extent to which effort is
Americanism - the postal
compulsorily expended for
the "benefit" of others in"system" is an example.
Whenever government
stead of self-benefit, as
pre-empts any activity, all
happens when government
takes from some in order to
thinking about alternate
subsidize others.
free-market procedure is
The Planned Economy is
deadened - settled into the
ruts of custom. Government
featured by power mongers
education falls in this cate- bearers of false witness
gory, mistakenly adopted
- who haven't the slightest
nearly two centuries ago:
idea ofhow little they know.
Americanism!
They do not even know of
Finally, reflect on the poyour and my existence! Yet,
tential talents that are lost to
they never question their
human welfare for the want
ability to govern all of us in
of courage to do the right as
that primitive, barbaric
one sees the right. Assumsense: "to exercise authoring courage on both sides,
ity over; direct; control;
rule; manage." They substithe failure of another to see
what I see or vice versa is no
tute their know-nothinglonger the issue. Instead, a
ness for the miraculous
rewarding tactic comes
wisdom of the free and unwithin our view - sharing
fettered market - each free
with each other what we
to act creatively as he
see, the formula for improvpleases. Limited governing conscience and enment? That idea never
lightenment. "To see what
would occur to one who
presumes to know everyis right and not"do it is a
want of courage.
thing.
In today's U.S.A. no one INK: In Liberty: Legacy of
Truth, you write about in:
can count the ways these
tegrity and the Center.
dictocrats rule our lives.
Would you talk about that?
Their controls range from
the shape of toilet seats, to READ: Ralph Bradford, in his
autobiography, One Man's
where we shall work and for
Life, tells how he received a
how much, to what and with
brilliant idea about the
whom we may exchange, to
meaning of direction from
what part ofour own income
Dorthy Pillsbury. He rewe can retain, to countless
lates that in her charming
other utter absurdities.
book, No High Abode, she
Any coercive control that
tells of mentioning the four
squelches anyone's creacardinal compass points to
tivity is disastrous. The
her Mexican neighbor, Mrs.
Planned Economy takes
first place and, thus, it is evil!
Apodaca, and the latter replied: "Did you know, SeUnfortunately, it is also
nora, that Los Indios have
legal.
INK: Why do so many feel a
two more directions? Not
reverence for government
only do they have North,
programs?
East, South, and West, but
they have Up and Down.
READ: Because it's part ofour
And I," she added, "have CoatIDuecI _ , . . 7
mores! Wrap the American
still another one. It is EI
flag around any socialistic

...

..
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Adam Smith:
Bicentennial Essays
Cuatluued fram , . . 2

visible hand" and his distrust
of government regulations
undoubtedly contributed to
the 19th century success of
classical liberalism and free

trade.

In the final essay in this collection, Thomas Sowell ofthe
University of California (Los
Angeles), discusses Smith's
attack on Mercantilist "planning." Sowell points out that
"Smith was quite clear that
planning goes on all the time
in a market economy. The
only question was whether
this planning should be done
by individuals intimately
familiar with specific economic circumstances and personally liable to lose or gain by
the accuracy of their knowledge, or by distant politicians
who could not possibly have
equal familiarity or equal incentives." In the Mercantilist
world of Smith, this was truly
a "revolutionary" idea. Although Smith did not advocate the violent overthrow of
officials in power, his work
contained the scenario for a
radical shift in government
philosophy: "Most so-called
'revolutions' and revolutionaries seek primarily to change
the cast ofcharacters who are
to wield unbridled power,
.... Smith and the founders of
the American republic rejected the whole idea of such
power being so concentrated
and so unchecked . . . The
depth and scope of the rejection of such long-lived and
widespread traditions can
well be considered revolutionary in the broad history ofthe
human race ... Therefore
Smith's doctrines may have
had more long-run revolutionary potential than the doctrines of those who sought
short-cuts to power."

••••

Adam Smith should certainly be given credit for having explained in 1776 some of

the benefits of a free market
and some of the dangers of
government controls. This
volume is in recognition ofhis
importance. However, economic theoreticians since the
time of Smith have made considerable progress in understanding market operations.
An improved understanding
of economics reveals a
number of flaws in Smith's
doctrines. Friedman pointed
to one, the danger inherent in
Smith's advocacy of government control of interest rates.
Another, not mentioned in
this volume, was Smith's confused value theory, which was
one factor leading Karl Marx
to adopt the labor theory of
value as the basis for his
economics.
The serious student should
read Smith's The Wealth ofNations to reconcile for himself
the contradictory interpretations in this volume. He
should then study the writings
of modem free market economists. The late Ludwig von
Mises, perhaps the most eminent ofthese, put Smith's contributions in perspective:
''The ideas that found their
classical expression in the two
books of Adam Smith demolished the traditional
philosophy of mercantilism
and opened the way for
capitalist mass production for
the needs of the masses ...
However," he continued,
"reading Smith is ... at best a
historical introduction into
the study ofmodem ideas and
policies ... Read the great
book of Smith. But don't think
that this may save you the
trouble of seriously studying
modem economic books." In
the opinion of this reviewer,
some of the contradictions in
this volume might have been
avoided if all the contributors
had followed Professor Mises'
advice.
_

The First World and
the Third World
Continued from page 3

-

developed countries developed at all. They contend that
developed countries developed at the expense ofthe underdeveloped countries, by
exploiting them. And the big
culprit is - guess who? - the
United States.
This theme is the unifying
theme of all United Nations
activity relating to world
economic conditions and
world economic policies. And
considering it brings one inevitably to apply the psychology of neurotic guilt to the
mega-personality called the
United States.
For some reason, the
United States seems vulnerable to accusations like this,
falacious though they are.
And. as Dr. Brunner points
out, guilt feelings make "a
weak bargaining position and
political opportunists leap at
such a chance." p. 33
In international relations,
the U.S. . . DIS to behave like
a child wIb Ul inImature self
coneept, totally unconscious

of its raison d' etre. Like a
child, the self concept of the
U.S. is being influenced, even
formed, by other countries
(mostly older, or born of older
traditions, more cunning, but
not necessarily wiser). In its
short history, the U.S. under
capitalism, (its informing
ideology, whether the U.S.
knows it or admits it or not),
produced enormous wealth, as
a gifted child might produce
mathematical or musical
wonders. But, like a child, the
production does not matter
nearly as much to the U.S. as
what its "friends" think; and
unfortunately the "friends"
are envious, and they are often
master bullies.
In the matter offoreign relations it is almost essential to
make such analogies, to reduce the components to simpler terms, just to facilitate
thinking about them rationally. The UN seems like a group
of nalions, mega-personalities, who are about as mature
as a sixth grade class. And in
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DO YOU EVER
WHY . ..

WONDER

that class, the U.S. is the
genius, the child prodigy,
hundreds of years younger
than the rest, tragically naive
about the motives of the rest,
tragically unsophisticated in
peer group relations; tragically unconscious of its own
nature, of what makes it tick,
of how it achieved such success; and tragically at the
mercy of what the older, less
gifted, envious and therefore
hostile children tell it about
itself and its achievements.
It is hard to imagine a more
fertile ground for neurotic
guilt to flourish. It is hard to
imagine a situation where the
consequences of such a
neurosis would be more
dangerous or destructive for
everyone concerned. One is
painfully reminded of the
novel The Lord ofthe Flies by
William Golding.
Fortunately, as with all
analogies, this one breaks
down. The United States does
not depend on a psychiatrist to
nurse it to wholeness. The
existence ofsuch voices as Dr.
Brunner's and the other authors of The First World & The
Third World will provide the
analysis (psychiatric?), and
offer a ray of hope to those of
us who recognize a serious
threat in the current, accepted, insane practice of international relations.
All of the contributors,
without exception, challenge
U.S. representatives to acknowledge the existence of
conflicting ideologies, of disparate national self concepts.
After reading The First World
& The Third World. my first inclination was to drop out ofthe
game of marbles called the
UN. I would have pulled out
my marbles (money), and sold
the building I financed to
house the organization, in true
capitalist fashion, to some interests more compatible with
my own, and let the rest ofthe
kids (world nations) be
hanged when they accused
me of selfishness. Rather selfishness (read: enlightened
self interest) than suicidal
masochism.
I am sure this solution is
rash, is no solution at all. It
might however buy some time
before the inevitable conn-ontation of ideologies: Socialism
vs. Capitalism - a reading of
the record. In the hiatus,
while international relations
UN-style are in abeyance,
perhaps this confrontation
would be rehearsed within
the United States itself. The
Liberal/Conservative battle
In World Research's newest informational brochure, "Inflais the war of ideologies microtion, A Closer Look," the causes and cures of inflation are
cosmically, and represents a
presented in a colorful and witty little poster.
real schizophrenia in the
mega-personality named the
United States. It must be
A perfect discussion sparker for your classroom
healed before the U.S. can
participate effectively in any
A different kind of payroll stuffer for your company
world government, which is
what UN activity ultimately
A provocative addition to your school, office or factory
is.
bulletin board
It is good to know that The
First World & The Third World
It would even look nice framed above your mantel!
is the first in a new series of
policy studies which Dr.
Order your free sample copy of "Inflation, A Closer Look"
Brunner will offer to the
with the form below.
'
minds of concerned people.
The clarity ofthe anlysis challenges readers to a more conName --------------------,1
I
scious and determined articuCompany or School
lation of free market principles, free market ideology. It
Address
,
dares closet capitalists to dis,
C.·ty : - : - - - - - - -_ _.1S"tate
Zip
,
cover and declare their ideol60° each.:
(Multiple copies: 2-10
ogy, their raison d' etre. With11-150
5()0
out this, we may witness the
dismantling of western culture in our time. And what L
300-up
30" each.'
happens then is anybody's'
guess.
_

YOU NOW GET TWO BAGS OF
GROCERIES INSTEAD OF
FOUR . ..

FOR THE SAME MONEY YOU
SPENT A YEAR AGO?

THE PRICES OF NEW CARS
KEEPS CLIMBING . ..

BUT THEY SURE DON'T RUN
ANY BETTER?
JUST ABOUT EVERYTHING
YOU BUY COSTS MORE THIS
YEAR THAN LAST?

IF YOU DO, LETS TAK·E A
CLOSER LOOK AT INFLATION!
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Staff Profile
Continued from page 4

their determination, but I am
always afraid to ask them how
it is going a week or two into
the new year. Then there are
those whose resolutions can
only be filed under that wellbeeknown category of "
you-tee-full dreamer
"
Whatever the case may be,
here are some of the resolutions (only those that are fit to
print, of course) made by the
staff of World Research, Inc.
To begin with, I have solemnly resolved to continue
my tireless public relations
campaign on behalf of rabbits
all over the world. Also, I have
decided to get to the bottom of
the mystery of who in the
world makes that horrendous
mess of paper clutter that appears mysteriously on my
desk!
Jan has a related resolution
- to see "Watership Down"
so I will stop bugging her to
see it. By the way, have y'all
seen it yet? After all, it is about
rabbits ...
Sally has joined the ranks of
the "get tough" group and is
determined to continue with
the resolution that she made
last year: "Hang up when left
on hold for more than five
minutes!" The rest of us here
have a strong suspicion that
she is going to recruit all ofus
into being avid viewers ofthe
San Dieguito Little Theatre
Productions next season, too.
Cathie is going to have to
develop a split personality to
keep up with all of her good
intentions for the coming
year. She intends to either do
LESS weo dancing (fat
chance) or buy more pairs of
shoes so they won't all wear
out after a few weeks of going
out four nights a week. One
promise she and I made to
each other is to make our
schedule more regular so we
can go out dancing more often.
There may be a discrepancy
there, with her resolution to
dance less, but I don't know.
She also plans to keep up her
regime of exercise by running
at least two miles during
lunch, and also intends to read
her Los Angeles Times from
cover to cover to really get her
subscription's worth. Last but
not least, (and keep in, mind
about what I said about the
category with the musical title) she plans to try to SPEND
LESS MONEY.
Larry has promised to faithfully answer any and all fan
mail that he receives. In fact,
he is waiting right now, so if
you want to save time and
postage, you can even call him
- he's still waiting. He also
tried to resolve not to pick on
Becky or Vicki, but realized
that would be a promise that
would be broken the first day
that he got back to work after
the new year, so he scratched
that one off the list. I sort of
likened it to trying to swear off
eating chocolate candy during
Lent when you were a kid. It
only took a couple of days to
realize that it would be less
humiliating for you to choose
something like liver or corned
beef hash ...
Pat has made a resolution to
never again believe a word
that Becky or Barbara
say ... she says that we are
definitely NOT to be trusted.
Now, what a terrible thing to
say about your friends ... by
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the way, did I ever tell you the
gossip I heard about Pat the
other day?
Debbi has evidently come
to the realization that she has
had many failures in the past
at this sort of thing, and she
has resolved never to make
any resolutions. I could
suggest one for her - she
could resolve to tell me sometime what the computer CAN
do, not what it can't. I mean,
after all, why can't a computer
be asked to keep track of all
the people who say nice
things about me?
Becky has resolved to come
to the big decision about who
is her BEST friend between
Sally, Jan or me ... but she
forgot to mention Joyce,
which means another argument there. She also is going
to decide whether or not to believe in Santa Claus, (Santa,
are you listening? It's all on
the line now ... ) and she solemnly swears to stay away
from actors. She also swears
that someday she will take the
second part of her speedwriting course that will enable her to read what she has
written!
Don has made a free market
resolution never again to buy
stocks when they are at their
all-time high. The staffofWRI
also are asking him to never
again utter the words "It's too
far ... it's too late ... "
From painful past experiences, Steve, a Coloradian
transplanted to the West
Coast, swears he will faithfully bet on the Denver Broncos (Orange Crush) in 1979. I
dunno ... he alsmost had us
all persuaded to bet on them
during the last Dallas/Denver
game, too.
. Joyce, our current motherto-be, is determined to get
back into her size 5 pants
again ... and also to limit her
intake of Mexican food to
three times a week, but not including weekends and holidays. Can she do that? Also,
Joyce's nomination for the
category with the musical
name is her intention to do
something productive on
Sundays instead of watching
football all day. Personally, I
think she has a better chance
with the Mexican food and
getting back into her clothes!
She also intends to be a good
mommy for little Tilly. She is
expecting before the end of
the year, so hopefully she can
add "being un-pregnant" to
her'list also!
Vicki has resolved to improve her tennis game and try
not to get the phone messages
so confused.
Darrell has resolved to eat
less junk food next year, and to
stop tormenting Trea when
she eats the special "no
calorie" candy bars that are
available at our concession.
Perhaps a resolution Trea can
make is to find out exactly how
he knows just the right moment to walk by ...
Trea has, unfortunately for
her, resigned herself to my
imagination in assigning resolutions for her. She should
resolve not to twirl that one
over-worked lock of hair she
has on her head - her
amusement during long meetings,. etc., and she should resolve to overcome her shyness
in front of the camera. In fact,
to help her out, we are thinking of doing a documentary of
her life ... she also has sworn
off taking any more midnight
walks after ice cream along
the Coast Highway with her
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husband and a few "close"
friends.
Tom is determined never to
take any more underdeveloped photos. Consequently,
he is accepting applications
from busty women ONLY
(just a joke, just a joke ... )
The entire staff is asking
Carolyn to resolve to stay on
one subject when she talks ...
and to limit herselfto only two
re-wordings of her original
point. He resolution for herself is to limit her vocabulary
to words of two syllables or
less and to stop smoking. She
admits that one is just as
(un)likely to occur as the
other.
It might be interesting to
have another write-up in a
couple of montlis to find out
which of us have kept our
promises to ourselves. Of
course, I am one of those who
learned early - I only resolved to do things that I
would enjoy ...

•

Stranger Than Fiction
Persona Grata

CompUed by Becky Haber
WRI Staft'

Continued from page 5

sincerely believe that the
right will some day prevail.
History bears witness to this
fact.
Never resort to name calling! Calling ideological adversaries "fools" or to even
think of them as such is to
assign that derogatory status
to self. Let criticism be directed at fallacious notions,
never at ·persons!
Beware of short-run
gains I Short-run gains, ifnot
consistent with the long-run
objective, take one down
the wrong path. A tricky
phrase may cause another to
say, "I agree," That's a
house built on sand; it will
quickly fall. Freedom ofone
and all to work creatively as
they please is an eternal
verity and should be so understood and explained. Let
t.he long run - eternity be the guide to human action.
Do no wrong to anyonel
As Confucius declared
about 2,400 years ago, "Do
not unto others that which
you would not have them do
unto yau." If you are opposed to being plundered
and having others dictate
how you should live your
life, then plunder no one
and never attempt to rule
over others. This is the oldest and wisest of all maxims
- the Golden Rule. When
observed, each individual is
free to act creatively as he or
she pleases - no manconcocted restraints against
personal emergence. For
freedom's sake, let each of
us be an exemplar of the
Golden Rule I
Admittedly, the above
suggestions run counter to
the views of many freedom
devotees. The reason? They
observe the advance of
socialism through the use of
coercive measures. But
what they fail to see is that
the tactics for destroying a
free society are the very opposite of those required to
create a free society. Never
employ a destructive method to achieve a creative objective! •

An interesting,
and remarkable statement
which shouldn't surprise anyone ofus was made by the Iowa
House Minority Leader, the Honorable Floyd H. Millen:
"This year, the scales finally tipped. At the present
time, there are 81 million people who are on all kinds
of government payrolls in one way or another employment, unemployment, welfare, Aid to Dependent Children, etc.
Yet only 71 million people are working in the free
enterprise system to earn money to pay taxes to support this monstrous bureaucracy."

It seems as though the federai government should be a
little more careful in selecting people they give our money to,
according to an article in the November 20th issue of U.S.
News & World Report. Reports show that 3.5 million federal
dollars have been lost by fraud or bad management in the
Small Business Administration, and that is only in New York!
Other reports focus in on 26 million dollars that were advanced to minority-owned businesses that were siphone<l OB'.
Some New Yorkers banked the advanced funds, collecting the'
interest and returning the advancement. It was found that one
of the people profiting from the government's leniency invested the federal funds, totaling 200,000 dollars in a racehorse
- the horse later died of a cold!

In a bill waiting for President Carter's signature the taxpayers will be paying for yet another subsidy for the politician, if it is signed by the President. Permission is being
asked for the Democratic and Republican National Committees to send millions of pieces of mail at 2.7 cents each
instead ofthe present 8.4 cents - which estimates out at 3 to
4 million dollars a year. The bill was rammed through Congress at the last minute and has so many technical errors that
the lawmakers may be spending the first part of January
correcting the mistakes and adding on to the expense of the
bill.
U.S. News & World Report
October 30, 1978
Mr. Richard Ralston Catlett of Columbia, Missouri, a
health-food-store owner, was recently "criminally charged"
by the IRS foc failing to file his tax returns. According to an
article sent to us by Chris Hrivnak and taken from the Wall
Street Journal of November 1, 1978, the IRS selects tax protesters for criminal prosecution in relation to the amount ofpublicity they receive. Catlett felt the charges should be dropped
because the IRS was guilty of "selective prosecution:' The
government is not allowed to select people for prosecution on
the grounds of race, religion or the exercise of free speech or
other "impermissible grounds:' The court however, disagreed
with Mr. Carlett's defense that basing criminal prosecution on
publicity isn't permitted and said that his free speech wasn't
involved. The court made the statement that: "The government
is entitled to select those cases for prosecution which it believes will promote compliance:' Chalk it up as another loss for
the "People vs. Government" case!

-.
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bargain basement, or even like the "protection" offered by
the establishment of a minimum wage, and who has been.
helped by that?).
Firstly, it may well be (and we are pretty well convinced
that it is) that these professional organizations restrict entry,
lessen competition, and forbid advertising. And we don't
like that. And, it may be said that these organizations are
looking out for the best interest (especially economically) of
their members. And this certainly can't be allowed, ofcourse
(unless you happen to be a civil service employee who
shouldn't have to be a part of a soon-to-be-bankrupt social
security system). After all! What is going on here, anyway!
But before we are quick to hand over the regulatory control
ofthese professions to a Governmental Regulatory Agency, let
us first take a look at what the consequences of such rash
raction might be. The first thought that comes to mind is a
line from Shakespeare that goes: " ... a rose by any other
name ..." but I have the sneaking suspicion that instead of
smelling as sweet, that the noses of consumers would be
subjected to the same old fish story we have had a thousand
times.
Embarking on a journey of self-indulgent "what ifs," the
first stop would be at the place where you could ask: "What if
the AMA (and other self-regulatory organizations) were a
completely voluntary association that had no lobbying
power, or political influence that enabled them to affect
legislation in their favor? If there were no way to require
members to refrain from advertising, no way to limit the
number of students who enter medical or law school, what
would be different? And what would be gained by a governmental agency handling the same areas that these organizations already do - even if they do it badly? Is there really
anyone out there who still believes that "if the government
does it, it will be cheaper?" If so, have them contact me, I
own some lovely oceanfront property in Iowa. Now, second
stop: what if medical schools and other universities licensed
their graduates according to the scores on exams and laboratory exercises? And what ifthe prospective physician were
able to prove to his patients that he is indeed well qualified
by gathering up as many licenses or recommendations from
private sources as possible, as well as proving to the interested patient that he is still maintaining his knowledge in
that area that will affect his patients?
Of course, such a system would require that patients do
more than just show up at any old doctor's office for treatment and expect to get high quality service. It would require
that patients accept the responsibility for their own health
and seek the doctor with the best qualifications that they can
afford. It is, after all, a foolish employer who hires a secretary
who is to do a great deal of typing without finding out beforehand ifshe is able to type at all. It is also a foolish patient
who "hires" a physician without knowing of his or her qualifications and recommendations.
Some may feel that a governmental agency would have the
best interest of the consumer at heart - at least more so than
these professional organizations. I'm not sure this is necessarily so. Who would be qualified to be a part of these agencies, anyway? You certainly wouldn't choose a specialist in
the area of computer programming to make decisions that
would affect the medical field. And you wouldn't choose a
man who is highly qualified to run a hardware store to run an
agency that would oversee the legal profession, but, then
again ... Sol Lo and behold! The AMA could easily tum into
another branch of the FrC! With, of course, the power to
directly affect legislation that would benefit members ofthat
particular field, without the nasty muss and fuss of having to
go through channels required ofa simple lobbying organization. Now - who gains and who loses? And who will end up
footing the bill for the increased paper work and official
legislation? Talk about establishing "floors" under the
prices of goods and services. Experience has shown us that
in most cases, federal regulation not only moves the floor up
one level away from Macy's bargain basement, but installs
an elevator with its mechanism stuck on "up only."

•

In Case You're
Wondering . . .
Some of this month's issue of INK
had to he printed on regular newsprint paper, due to the paper strike.
We hope to get hack to our regular
use of Catalina stock soon.
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Most of the thirteen points
of the Responsibility Theory
seem to me to be compatible
with Freudian and behavioristic theories. What
Goble describes as "umesponsible behavior" that
"leads to frustration, anxiety,
unhappiness" is exactly the
type of maladaptive behavior
referred to as neurosis. Genetic, societal, and ethical determinants of human behavior
are not denied by Freudians
or behaviOrists - it's just that
they examine different aspects of behavior.
It is unclear to me why Mr.
Goble feels the need to waste
time and words by putting
down Freudian psychology
and behaviorism. These
theories do not completely
explain human behavior, but
they certainly don't threaten
the existance or the validity of
the Responsibility Theory.
The attack on Freud and the
behaviorists is irrelevant to
the author's argument and is
totally unjustified.
David Morris
Columbia, South Carolina

Several direct quotes in
Beyond Failure show Freud's
contemptfor all religion andfor
Judeo-Christian ethical principles.
Freudian psychology and
Behaviorism are permissive because they do not recognize the
existence of enduring ethical
principles. There'fore, practitioners ofthese theories do not
teach ethical, principles nor
hold troubled adults responsible for their o",n problems. Dr.
William Glasser correctly
states that "Conventional
psychiatry scrupulously avoids
the problem ofmorality, that is,
whether the patient's behavior
is right or wrong."
Richard LaPiere, author of
The Freudian Ethic, correctly
states that the result ofFreud's
ethic is "the idea that man cannot and should not be expected
to be provident, self-reliant, or
venturesome, and that he must
and should be supported, protected, socially maintained".
That is what I mean by permissive.
If there is no real difference
between Responsibility Theory
and Freudian psychology and
Behaviorism, why does the new
theory achieve dramatic 'success· with problems that the
other two theoriesfail to solve?
Frank Goble
Pasadena, California
SdencelReligion
Russell Kirk, who reviewed
Frank Goble's Beyond Failure
in your November, 1978 issue
appears to find Mr. Goble's
belief in the convergence of
science and religion a valuable and possible thing. I beg

Congratulations!
To Don Markley for his
reply to the query on the effects of Proposition 13 (INK,
December, 1978).
Economics has not gone out
of style. Using some of the appearances of our present
Socio-Politic-Economic society to discredit Economics is
like looking at an airplane and
offering its flight as evidence
that there is no such thing as
gravity.
In an airplane, the force of
burning fossil fuel overcomes
the force of gravity. In
Economics, the force ofdeficit
spending overcomes - temporarily - some of the laws of
Economics.
We all know what happens
when an airplane runs out of
fuel. It remains to be seen
what will happen when the
country runs out of credit but
most people can hazard a
guess.
InCidentally, I did a personal survey. To my certain
knowledge, every tenant in
the State of California who
made it a practice to go to his
landlord and voluntarily increase his rent each time he or
she received an increase in
income, HAS been passed
along the benefits of Prop. 13.
Cheers,
E.T. Logan
Loyalton, California

"How prophetic L'Enfant was when he laid out
Washington as a city that goes around in circles."

John Mason Brown

